Graduate Elections
Last Day To Vote
By DIANE TELESCO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Only one day is left for graduates to vote on two additional
student council representatives.
Turnout yesterday was poor, according to Paul Morey, Election
Board chairman.
Voting booths, located in front
of the cafeteria, bookstore, on
Seventh Street and in front of the
Science Building are open from
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. today.
All students, regardless of class,
can vote on a proposed amendment to the ASB Constitution
which seeks to eliminate the elective office of executive secretary.
Five candidates are competing
for the two open grad rep seats.
They include Ernest Gambrill,
John Ogle, Bob Serrano, Dave
Turner and Kent Wolcott,
PLATFORM CUT
Due to a misunderstanding Wolcott’s platform was cut from the
Wednesday’s story. The Spartan
Daily apologizes to Wolcott and to
the graduate students for this
mistake.
Wolcott wants to see student
government play a coordinating
role in the Experimental College.
He is also interested in an IBM
card to be handed out during
registration that would give the
students a chance to suggest
where their money’s should be
spent.
Wolcott wants library hours extended for the graduate class. Wolcott would also like to investigate
special graduate privileges for book
borrowing. "Graduates should be
allowed to check two-week books
out of the library for one month,"
he said.
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"Minor points on my platform,"
he said, "include the retention of
Spartan City, the elimination of
the mudtlats in front of the Tower
and parking."
Wolcott feels the faculty lots
should be open to graduate students after 3 p.m. "This is when
the greatest number of grad
classes are," he said. ’’It would
be easy for Student Council to
apply pressure to have the lots
open," Wolcott said.
Dave Turner’s platform includes
reinstitution of the yearbook La
Torre, adoption of a program
budget to replace the line item
budget now in use, a curriculum
evaluation committee composed
Dr. David G. Barry, associate Natural Sciences and Mathematprimarily of graduate students, and
director of the Commission on ics, according to Dr. Dudley Moora formal report of the budget preUndergraduate Education in the head, acting academic vice presisented to the students.
biological sciences, has been ap- dent.
Ogle envisions a college-repreThe 45-year-old dean will be in
pointed Dean of the School of
sentative, rather than class-representative student government. He
hopes to tap the business community for moneys for research
programs and to institute a campus beautification program. Student participation in curricula policies is the fourth point on his
Photo by Bill Bayley
platform.
High rents That are charged for
Registration begins next week eludes presentations by Falstaff
campus housing is a point that
for the fifth annual Business Pol- management and supervisory perGambrell hopes to investigate. He
Ceramic objects, submitted by faculty and students for SJS’
is interested in improving parking
icy Council, four-day business sem- sonnel covering phases of the San
Jose operation.
facilities, will examine the possiannual Christmas sale, are viewed by Sherma Cook, senior cominar at Falstaff, conducted by the
There will be discussions of Falbility of longer library hours and
mercial art major. Works of various media will be on sale in the
SJS Extension Service in coopera- staff’s corporate and plant objecbetter cafeteria food.
Art Gallery, A127, until 4 p.m. tomorrow.
tion with the SJS School of Busi- tives, organization and policies,
ness and Falstaff Brewing Cor- production, quality control, purporation of San Jose.
chasing, personnel and industrial
The seminar runs Monday, Jan. relations, public relations, indus30, through Thursday, Feb. 2, with trial engineering, traffic and sales
daily sessions from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. scheduling, advertising and sales
Enrollment is open to upper di- promotion.
vision business students, seeking
MANAGEMENT TEAM
first-hand exposure to manageIn addition to classroom sessions,
ment and operational levels of a
multi-plant nationwide production each student will be assigned to a
gen and State College Chancellor hold up staff increases to meet an ly contracted first, which puts us and marketing operation. Students member of the management team
Glenn S. Dumke.
expected 700 student increase next at a disadvantage in hiring," he receive one unit of college credit for on-the-job observation and parAccording to Dr. William J. Du- year.
added.
for successful completion of the ticipation in routine daily manasel, academic vice president, Reagerial functions. Students also have
He explained that recruiting course.
Dr. Dusel noted that traditional
gan:s current budget . freeze will state policy has been to accommo- usually follows the following patThis college-industry on-the-job the opportunity to evaluate mardate all qualified students in- terns: Lists of openings are sent management seminar is currently keting operations by accompanyterested in the State College sys- to placement offices of colleges the only program of its kind in ing salesmen on his daily calls on
tem, although not necessarily at and universities throughout the the area and one of the very few accounts.
nation.
the college of their choice.
held in the nation.
The final day of the seminar will
involve a student - management
He said further that a staffing
Letters, indicating an interest in
COORDINATOR
question and answer discussion.
formula, relating students to facul- teaching at SJS, come in to Pres.
Further information is available
The annual program, coordinated
ty, has been used to compute staff Robert D. Clark and are ordiincreases to meet burgeoning en- narily referred to Dr. Dusel and by Jack Holland, chairman of the from Jack Holland, chairman of
members of Delta Sigma Phi fra- rollments.
subsequently forwarded to appro- SJS Management Department, and the SJS Management Department,
ternity.
’With the completion of our new priate department chairmen for Jack Dahlin, personnel and public 294-6414, Ext. 2287, or the SJS
ASB President Jerry Spolter,
relations manager at Falstaff, in- Extension Services, Ext. 2211.
science building, we will have fa- review.
also a DSP, then appeared before
cilities for an additional 560 full
the council in an effort to pertime equivalent students next fall,"
suade a motion to reconsider.
he said.
Such a motion was subsequently
"But unless we can show that
Introduced but was successful only
In approving Ned Burrows as Head holding our budget at the current
level will result in a change in
Yell Leader.
Spolter, who has yet to fail in state policy, the budget must be
ultimately securing the council’s held there," he added.
approval of his appointments, reThe Vice President pointed out
acted to the decision, "You (coun- that the state budget is by no
cil) now have a head yell leader means final. It has, in fact, not
By ELAINE GRAVES
the first day of Spring is New
And in the snow-laden cherry
without a group: so I temporarily even been printed. Reagan’s budget
Year’s," Miss Sazegar said.
tree land of Japan, the Jan. 1
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
name the six names you have in freeze is aimed at arresting spiralNew Year or Norouz in Iran
New Year’s festival is a national
SJS students all have memofront of you for one year or until ing state costs, while a re-evaluasymbolizes a new beginning for
holiday.
such a time as you can make a tion of the policies of the former ries of pleasant Christmas and
In the morning, New Year
New Year celebrations at home.
definite decision."
administration is conducted.
cards are exchanged, according
The college’s nearly 450 interup,
Meanwhile, the State Colleges
to Miss Yuko Ishiwari, gradnational students also have memmust wait for a decision upon ories of holiday festivities in
uate psychology major. She rewhether their budgets are to be
ported that these cards are also
their respective countries.
freeze.
the
by
limited
"The Dilemmas of the Amerimailed after New Year’s.
Several of SJS’ international
Dr. Du.sel said much recruiting students reminisced about their
can City: Racial Minorities," will
Families gather for big dinseason.
holiday
the
during
done
IS
2
p.m.
in
a
be discussed today at
Yuletide traditions and customs
ners, visit Shinto shrines with
usual
are
candidates
top
the
"And
Union.
College
meeting in the
back home.
gifts of rice rolled up in white
Stephen Jerho Crayton, a
paper, fly kites if the weather
graduate industrial arts major,
is windy, ski in the snow, or
reported on the New Year and
greet the Japanese emperor at
Christmas celebrations in Lihis palace.
Africa.
West
beria, a country in
SIMPLICITY
Christmas is a combination of
traditional African and Western
Small pine trees and bamboo
cultures.
decorate the front doors. Miss
Earlier in the year, such tribes
Ishiwari said, "Simplicity is emcormarnves in Viet Nam where he will working with TV network
as the Kru, Via, Kpella, and
phasized in these decorations."
newsAl’
act as one of a five man team spondents and UPI and
Loma select the most beautiful
Traditional Japanese cooking
of correspondents for the Army’s men.
girl and the most handsome boy,
during this time is called Osechi.
will
camera
a
as
A rifle as well
Public Information Service.
chosen by the tribe elders, to
Some of the dishes are black,
He is classified as a public in- be standard equipment for Melton be attended throughout. the year
JILA SAZEGAR
sweet beans, soy bean cakes,
include
duties
his
of
formation specialist and will work since part
and secluded until Christmas.
kanten which is similar to Amer... junior, journalism
picmotion
and
still
both
along side the soldiers getting bat- taking
Then they reign as king and
ican jello, fish or tat and maneverything.
Iranians clean their
front.
the
at
intertures
tle stories, GI and officer
queen during the dances, celedarin oranges. Breakfast consists
homes and don new clothes.
views. Melton, 23, said he will be
Much of what Melton writes brations, and feasts, according to
of white rice cakes called mochi
"They set aside differences
will be released to stateside news- Crayton.
and rice cake soup or ozoni.
and arguments," Miss Sazegar
papers through the Army InformaAnother type of New Year’s
repotted.
FEAST ON sitcr.e
tion Service.
is celebrated in Iran, according
In the evening, a special table
New Year’s is a time of feast"I’m looking forward to the exto Miss Ha Stizegard, junior
holds a centerpiece of seven
cost. Brann’s widow Leona and son perience in Viol N:1111 because of ing on huge sheep, which are
journalism major
fruits beginning with the letter
its application in my future PR killed and cooked by each famAlan almost $3,300.
"In my country on March 21,
"s". a mirrow and howl of water
Every donated pint of blood can- work," explained Melton in an in- ily. "Everybody gets new elothes
symbolizing brightness, golden
to wear," Clayton reported.
terview yesterday.
cels $25 of the debt.
and silver coins symbolizing
This celebration dates bark
"Actually I’ll be no different
Persons may donate blood for
money and a shaft of wheat to
the Brann account at the San than any other soldier." he stated. before Christianity when the
Today’s Spartan Daily is the last signify food. The Koran, the
Jose Red Cross, 333 McKendrie St. "I’ll be dressed in camouflaged fa- African tribes hoped for better
Watkins (287-1981) has volun- tigues, saddled with a backpack farming and fishing seasons for to be published before Christmas Persian bible is set near the
vacation. Tomorrow is the last day tray.
armed with grenades and an Mill the New Year.
teered free transportation.
The new year will pass over
Crayton stated that homemade of classes. Classes will resume
Brann, a resident of Loma Mar, automatic rifle."
Melton, who hails from Lancas- palm wine from nil palms and Tuesday. Jan. 3, and the next issue this centerpiece, in hopes of a
was formerly employed as a careout
happier new year.
taker at the YMCA Santa Cruz ter, northeast of Los Angeles, re- cane rum from sugar cane juice of the Spartan Daily will come
All the lights are turned on
quested the Viet Niuu as.sieruitetit tiro two of the favorite drinks. Thursday, Jan 5th,
&Winner etuttp.

Recruiting of 33 new SJS professors for the 1967-68 academic
year will be held up pending a
policy meeting December 21 between Governor-elect Ronald Rea-

Undergrad Commissioner
Chosen as Science Dean

Business Seminar Set
For Falstaff Brewery

CERAMICS FOR SALE

Winter Carnival Gets OK;
Council Balks Yell Leaders
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Plans for an all-campus Winter
Carnival, to be held during the
semester break at Lake Tahoe’s
Heavenly Valley, were given the
official go-ahead by Student Council yesterday.
With no formal opposition, the
council voted to underwrite $750
for the event, giving its full support to the Winter Carnival Committee’s plans for a ticket sale.
Kathy Eddins, spokesman for
the committee, reported that the
tickets, will be sold for 50 cents
and will entitle the holder to a
variety of discounts during the
five-day holiday.
Once again, in other action, the
council failed to give a vote of
confidence to a presidential appointment. After considerable deliberation, six prospective basketball season yell leaders were rejected because four of them are

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
In his first year as associate director of the Commission on
biological sciences, the new dean
is on leave of absence from the
State University of New York at
Albany where he was the assistant
to the president for regional scientific development and professor
of biology. He was a consultant to
the president of the State University of New York and director
of the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center.
A graduate of the State College
at Cedar Falls, Dr. Barry holds
his Master’s and Ph.D. degrees
in zoology and botany from the
State University of Iowa. During
the 1958-59 academic year, he was
a National Science Foundation,
Post-Doctoral Science Fa cult y
Fellow at Harvard University.
COMMITMENTS
Dr. Barry is married with four
children. Unfortunately, he will
not come to San Jose until later in
the year because of his commitments to the Commission on Undergraduate Education in the biological sciences.
Teaching at the State University
of Iowa, Dr. Barry also taught
at Wisconsin State College at Eau
Claire, the State College of Iowa
and Mankato State College.

Foreign Students Recall Holidays

Dilemmas of City

Victim DiesLeaves Debt
Robert Brann, 53 -year-old leukemia victim for whom SJS students volunteered 15 pints of blood
died last Thursday at Stanford
Hospital.
The campus blood drive, spearheaded by Byron Cibart and Roger
Watkins, both juniors, still continues, however, since Brann left a
debt of 138 pints of blood which
must be replaced or paid for by
his family.
At. $25 per pint, the blood would

charge of SJS’ newest academic
school. Formed in the fall as part
of the college’s reorganization plan,
the school includes the departments of biological sciences, chemistry, physics, mathematics, geology, marine sciences, natural science and meteorology and some
2,000 students and more than 260
faculty members.

Season’s Greetings

Grad To Be War Correspondent
From the throes of ASf3 public
relations to the front. lines of Viet
Nam as a war correspondent. private James Melton’s story reads
almost like a movie script.
Melton, SJS graduate of January ’66 and former Spartan Daily
and ASB PR man, was drafted
five months ago. In three weeks he

No. 56

Dr. David G. Barry

’Budget Freeze’ Holds Up Staff Increase

Former PR Man
16. 250

The candidate feels that Student Council should apply pressure
on the administration for "open
debate and distribution of materials on Seventh Street. They
should allow anyone to distribute
anything he wants," Wolcott said.

Last Daily

in every house to welcome in a
bright new year, according to
Miss Sazegar.
A few days before the New
Year celebrations, wheat is
placed in a tray on a wet cloth
and allowed to grow. For the
first 13 days of the New Year
the little shaft of wheat is tied
with red ribbons and placed on
a table. Miss Sazegar said it
symbolizes the newness of spring.
Christmas is celebrated in the
larger Iranian cities by going to
night clubs and cabarets. Miss
Sazegar reported, "Even the
Moslems go to see and hear
Western Christmas music and
dances. "Everyone goes for fun,"
she concluded.
LA ROE REUNION
Christmas in the pre-Castro
days of Cuba meant a time of
large family reunions, according to Rolando Pupo, junior accounting major.
On December 24, a pig is
placed on two poles to be roasted
for many hours. While it is
roasting, the women in the family "prepare salads and turkey,"
Pope stud.
At midnight, all Catholics attend the Misa de Gallo (Rooster
Masse
Instead of gifts on Christmas
morning, the children receive
their toys on Jan, S. the Die de
Reyes (the day of the three
kings),
"Every town has a New Year’s
dance," stated Pupo. The Cuban New Year is toasted in with
lots of merriment, drinking and
dancing.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Yule Symbol
Christmas for some is symbolized by
"the briskly: burning Yule log," or so one
sta
has concluded.
New 1 ork televis
It has announced plans to ratter three
hours of regularly scheduled programs and
commercials on Christmas Ese to bring
its viewers an uninterrupted crackling fire.
The view will be accompanied by truthti (((( al carols.
Although the artificiality of the family
gathered around the television set rather
than the hearth itself leaves us cold, we
are inclined to approve of the experiment,
given the fact that most of the potential
yiewers have no fireside of their own.
Even though they will be unable to smell
the burning logs, feel their warmth and,
in the case of most, enjoy the color of the
flames, the imagination can work wonders.
The Christmas tree, which has become
a meaningful symbol for many, continues
the trend toward the artificial and synthetic. The industry prefers to call plastic,
foam or aluminum trees "permanent" ...
While Christmas for some may mean
one hectic round of purchasing and partying, we trust that for others it will symbolize the peace "which passeth all understanding."
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Staff Editorial

Christmas Meaning
In

1111,14 er

Ii

plea by California

college students studying in Florence,
Italy. a campus drive has been started
to collect donation, for the -Florence
Flood licher I m
will he enjoying
ttitlents the pleasure of the t:hristinas holidays.
In Florence. a city ravaged by severe
floods during the past month. there
art many homeless and many without
die simple pleasures of home. dee11.110 . walti. iii.it. This charity drive
ha- hint started to make their Christ ma, a little happier. .% small donut’
by students or faculty will !nay a
Cliri-ima- toy for a child who would
111/1 hitso’ l’11 i%141 the gift in the wake
of the tr.nleil.
%long N% jilt the aid to the people
Florenee. funds raised by the drive
ill gI. 111 re-iore some of the fabulous
works of art that ere damaged by
the flood.

oF

1)1.. liastiatt Cassarino, who recei% eli liter- I/11111 i students Joann
I.a Torre and Edward Vturcinelli and
falter state rollege st udents. is asking
for rontributions ft
students and
faculty. lle has requested that checks
made payable to the "Florence
Hood 11(.1144 I
l" and sent to \ ii -

Felse. manager if Stuilent Affairs
I
Business Office. Building H.
The very idea of paying out cold,
hard cash, let alone %riling a diedk
for strange people in a distant land. is
repugnant to most students. especially
with the financial pressures of Christmas shopping at hand. but Dr. Cassarino asks only for what you can gise.
t.
whatever the
The grandeur of this birthplace of
the lienaissalwe has been blemished
severely by the trageily. Contributions
will assist the struggling city to return
to its past glory. TIIVW works of all,
Is. must he redamaged by the fl
stored and again take their important
place in the history of the humanities.
An anonymous gift of this kind is in
keeping with tin true spirit of Christmas, not a narcissistic present. but
rather a helping hand lii a fellow limn.
Compassion should replace self-esteem
in such a charitable gift. The reastin
for giving is because the need is there.
If we do not see the joy in the eye of
a Florentine child when he opens a
small gift he might not have received,
may find solace in knowing that we
have done at least a small part in defining the true meaning of Christmas.

Christian Science Monitor

"... Synchronize your watches ..."

Ike. 12, 1966

’Same Old Place’

Well, Not Quite

Bunch of Humbug?
By JIM BAILEY
Peace on aril’ and g I will to all,
eyen if they are on the quarter system.
’Tis the season to be jolly. ’Tis the time
to get smashed and then smash your friend
who reminds you that lie doesn’t have
any homework to do over the holidays.
It is time to give to others, but not so
much that you go broke in January. The
holiday angels return to self-interest pigs
in January. No one contributes to a street

after New Year’s Day.
The time to love thy enemy is here.
Don’t get too excited al t the idea, though.
Americans may not kill too many peasants
on the Ho Chi Minh trail next week, but
they will make up for it on highway 101.
This is the season of God. Don’t look too
shocked if your neighbor tells you he is
a Christian. ’Tis not the season to be an
atheist. Suddenly everyone is a humanist,
so this is no time to worry about conand the
tradictions between the
behavior.
corner Santa

promise

It is the time for big parades, egg nug
and full It ado. It also is the time of
war toys, lies to children and the drowning of an unfulfilled year with a bottle
of brandy.
It is a time of big business, a pretty tree
and mistletoe. It is a time of love and
kisses. No one wants to he lonely during
Christmas.
And the star rises in the heavens. No
one wants to listen to a cynic at Christmas
so good cheer to all and the
time
next round is on me.

Thrust and Parry

Cal, New Left, Council, Draft

Letters Reflect Views
’Proper Channels’ Fail
To Solve UCB Problems
Editor:
I often hear people talking about the Cal
strike as "having good intentions and justified
grievances, but striking is not a good means,
nor is their attire appropriate for responsible
young adults."
would first like to comment on the first
criticism: What effective means of expression
e open to the students who have grievances?
Students are faced with a labyrinth of "proper
channels" through which to act. I doubt very
much that their cries would be heard above
the clamor of petty student government even
if they were able to get through the maze.
But more important, the students are not
indicating annoyance with the University’s
actions; they are shouting their absolute
intolerance to what they consider injustice.
Such emotional feeling is not adequately expressed on a "paper" initiative...
Concerning the second point: I believe it is
an erroneous assumption to believe all who
are on strike are bearded and beatnik. Yet
even if they were, what difference does it
rnake: The truth and validity of words is,
in content, unaffected by who issues them, or
how he appears. or what he wears. Granted,
the speaker’s status affects audience acceptance, even aside from his authority on the
subject. But it shouldn’t be this way. I recall
through history, periods when beards were
culturally accepted and indicated status. I
even recall times when individuality was
desirable. The point is, culture has never
and will never make social norms absolutely
right. I wonder where people get the idea
that if another does not fulfill his role as
"neat dresser of the year," he is not a good
responsible student or citizen. Should social
fictions he propagated? I think not!
(ilenn Arbon,
A8571
1

Union Cry for ’Rights’
Attacked as ’Outrageous’
Editor:
Yes, Mr. Rooney, I am aware of the legislative flood which grants unions the legal
right I not Constitutional, as you Imply) to
strike, petition, demand and, if still unsatisfied, quit.
And, yes, I would be willing to debate your
beloved Teamster’s on the union’s "right"
to bleed industry dry, its "right" to attempt
a cheap take-over if its demands are not met,
its "right" to demand wages completely out
of logical consideration to the lower work
hours and additional fringe benefits also

demanded.

Your Teamsters are one of the better representatives of what "good" unionism reflects,
what with its former president now in jail and
its present president on the way shortly; with
various of its "leaders" having jail records
and its funds used to finance the "better
things of life" for said ’’leaders."
When you support your Teamsters so lovingly, Mr. Rooney, try not to think of the many
small business firms out of business because
of its incessant and outrageous demands; try
not to think of the dishonesty running rampant over the common worker who too often
is forced to join. Try to think of the other
side, just once, and you’ll become better for it.
And to Dr. Borovksi, my apologies for any
offense given in my referrals to Steve Kech’s
statements on Nazism. I realize you may have
had more intimate relationships with this
scourge than I, which may account for why
you apparently feel the school systems of
today are not for any purpose other than to
reflect ideas of "problems, conflicts and contradictions ... investigation and criticism ...
expression and evaluation," which is fine. Your
letter, however, denies such opportunity exists
when you say that the school is not even the
"market. place of ideas."
Therefore, just what is the school to you?
James Breseoll
A1133

Challenge to Draft
Based on ’Right to Life’
Editor:
The guest editorial in the Dec. 8 Spartan
Daily hit the hammer on the head. The only
way the draft can be fought is by rejecting
the collectivivt primise upon which it is based:
the notion that the government (group, majority, nation,
has a right to the lives
- that man does not isosess
of its citizens
an inalienable right to his life. Any argument
rejecting the draft on the grounds of collectivism eventually contradicts itself.

etc.)

The draft, or the Viet Nam war which is
upon it, cannot be challenged by demonstrators mouthing the "humanitarian" verbalisms
of the liberals or by repudiating "extreme
positions" and jumping into mainstream Republicanism with the SJS YRs.
A ease challenging the draft on the grounds
stated in the editorial is now working its way
up through the federal courts. It lost its first
battle on the grounds that their claim amounted to saying that citizen does not have an
obligation to serve his country and this was
so obvious
obviously "teducio ad absurdum"
that the judge (lid not even bother to defend
his statement.
Further information on this ease may be
obtained from me or by writing The Coin-

mittee for the Abolition of the Draft, The
New York Metropolitan Young Republican
Club, 260 W. 86th St., New York, New York.
Brian Killen
A10892

Ex-LeftistDefendsWhitten,
Calls Him ’Reliable Source’
Editor:

This is an open letter to Phil Whitten:
Phil, one of the pitfalls of friendship, I often
feel, is coming to the aid of a friend in need
especially when the friend is in error. Perhaps, after reading Spartan Daily reporter
Jim Brewer’s article, "Responsibility for
Action" (Dec. 13), in which your shadow
was nailed to the cross, you don’t really care
if anyone rises to your defense (especially
an ex-leftist); however, I am so compelled.
While I must agree with a few of Brewer’s
statements, I also feel that you have compiled
many worthy achievements, all of which Brewer forgot in his moment of anger. And while
it may be a newsman’s responsibility or
assigned duty to report discrepancies, I also
feel that Brewer, if inclined to do so, could
list many of your meritorious accomplishments.
The fact that you have been a prime builder
in establishing a creditable foundation and
atmosphere for dissent on the SJS campus
and the fact that many times in the past the
Spartan Daily has turned to you as a valuable
and reliable news source support just two of
the most important contributions you have
made. Did Brewer forget all this when he
wrote his column? I think not. Everyone is
entitled to a few misjudgments.
Once, in Candlestick Park, San Francisco,
I saw center fielder Willie Mays loaf after
and drop a fly ball. I didn’t see the sports
pages blast him the next day. After all the
games he’s played, I’d say he was entitled to
a few misjudgments.
Most newsmen don’t blast a valuable news
source just because he doesn’t "sparkle" all
the time.
Jeff Mullina
A8806

’Council Lacks Direction,
Bickers Over Trifles’
Editor:
Why is the Student Council continually
being blamed for real or Unagined wrongs
while the entire executive branch is seemingly
exempt from any kind of objective scrutiny
and/or criticism? Is it not conceivable that
the council might be suffering from a lack
of leadership and direction? Doesn’t the obvious lack of executive action bear some responsibility for the absence of progressive

action on the part of this year’s student
government?
Almost any student of government knows
that the great majority of new legislation
must come from the executive branch. Normally, the executive’s position as the center
of communication provides him with at least
the awareness of the public’s problems. If
this awareness is not translated into some
form of action, the public is the loser. The
individual council member usually has neither
the extensive experience nor available resources to be anything more than a specialist
in one area, or an ineffective, if well-meaning,
check on the abrupt or arbitrary exercise of
dependent on the execuexecutive power
tive for both inspiration and direction. Without specific direction and leadership, the
council tends to flounder around without purpose, spending most of its time bickering over
trifles and looking for a target for frustrations.
The target for those frustrations should
most appropriately be the ASB executive. Not
only have no new or meaningful programs
been proposed, but the students’ time instead
has been occupied with considering the appointment of the ASB president’s roommate
and friends to various and assorted student
body offices, voting on appropriations designed primarily to support Mr. Spotter’s
"public relations" budget - a budget used for
the most part to promote the "personality
cult" of Spotter, the Good Guy" and suffering the continued criticism of the Spartan
Daily for not jumping on the paper mocha
bandwagon of the knock-out lockout "campaign."
Hopefully, when the battle of the pressclippings comes to an end, the student government will continue to be a viable entity. More
likely, student government will continue to
suffer more from its "friends" than its

enemies.
Lawrence R. Pt-grain
A1756

Critic Defends Argument,
Disclaims Leftist View
Editor:
Mr. Mason seems to have misread my reply
to his column "challenging" the "New Left."
He states that my reply was "about what I
would expect from a New Leftist
sidestepping." Did I at any point indicate my ideological views? Does raising of possible alternate arguments mean advocacy of these arguments? I think not. Part of the blame for
this misconstruction of my viewpoint should
go, perhaps, to the editor who omitted a good
portion of my crucial argument. That argument was that Mr. Mason was overlooking
the fact that conflicting propositions can be

proved if accepted premises differ, and that
perhaps he (Mr. Mason) should be arguing
in this area of premise. Instead, my essentially
non-logical "challenges," attempting to illustrate that this type of question can be formulated by anyone, were printed, unqualified,
perhaps indicating to some an acceptance on
my part of the legitimacy of this type of
argument or an acceptance of these views.
Mr. Mason (while slyly impugning my
loyalty as an aside) implies we must inquire
into the moral bases of government before
applying descriptive terminology to them. Perhaps we have the beginning of a new theory,
"The Morality of Semantics."
Next, according to Mr. Mason, I "depart
from the mode of logical scientific inquiry in
the determination of truths with regard to
judging capitalism to be good or evil."
"Scientific inquiry" into "good or evil"? Perhaps another new theory, Scientific morality?
Were I attempting direct rebuttal, would
I be sidestepping? Can Mr, Mason develop
any one of his arguments In as limited a
forum as this?
Before attempting a reply to this letter,
I suggest Mr. Mason read it carefully, something I am not sure- was done in the case
of my original letter. Mr. Mason assigns me
yet I made no ideological
to the "New Left"
arguments except to show fallacies in his
reasoning or to show that the type of challenges made by this self-proclaimed "logical"
group could be turned around and employed
by anyone. Mr. Mason finds my "solutions"
Wanting. I proposed no solutions, merely
suggested that "cliche" solutions are not the
answer to present complex problems, that
once moral judgments are made as to premises,
facts and logic can be employed to arrive at
solutions. Perhaps this final proposal is at
odds with the black and white world of
Mr. Mason.
Mark Sutter
A17101
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’March of Dimes’
Names Teen Leader
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Grad Appointments Scheduled

Stuart Ganz, SJS freshman heard the organization turned its efforts
Graduation appointments are being scheduled today and Friday
each Monday on the 5 p.m. study to birth defects.
Because today’s teen-agers are in the Registrar’s Office ADM102.
music show (KSJS-FMD, has been
All appointments are being made for the first week of January.
parents, The National
appointed Santa Clara County tomorrow’s
Anyone expecting to graduate in June must schedule an appointFoundation is making special efteen-age chairman for the March
forts to bring the problem to the ment with a graduation clerk. Major and minor forms must be on
of Dimes against birth defects.
attention of the high school and file in the Registrar’s Office prior to the appointment.
Although both high school and college age students, according to
college students have been serving Robert Trefry, American Savings
PIEVE DE CADORE, Italy (AP)
Mario Silva, 26, wits conas volunteers for the March of and Loan official who is county
chairman for the March of Dimes. victed today of posing as a priest and collecting money to aid flood
Dimes through the years, this will
sufferers at an orphanage at San Stefano de Cadore.
be the first time Santa Clara
San Stefano de C,adore was one of the hardest hit towns in the
County has had a teen-age chairPieve Valley during the November floods. But there is no orphanage
man.
there, and Silva, a Neapolitan -- is not a priest.
The March of Dimes is the fundMOSCOW (AP)
The Soviet
He was sentenced to three years and eight months in jail and
raising arm of The National Foun- Union tested the effects of outer fined $320.
dation, national voluntary health space on human skin prior to
agency founded to combat polio- launching the first cosmonaut by
myelitis. After development of Salk sending up skin samples from three
Interviews will be held at 2:30 p.m. today in the College Union
and Sabin vaccines, both of which doctors in an unmanned satellite, for the ASB Student Housing Committee.
received financing through the Na- the Soviet labor paper Trod disThe ASB Student Housing Committee investigates campus houstional Foundation -March of Dimes, closed yesterday.
ing policies and practices and reports its year-round findings to the

Priest Imposter Convicted

Soviet Tests

Best selection of
fine classic guitars
in California.

296-6113

on all merchandise purchases when you
at

Kress.

Just show

your ASB

card.

S. H. KRESS & CO.
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CRYSTAL CREAMERY
STEAK
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French Roll
French Fried
Potatoes
Lettuce and Tomato
950
Try our large variety of quality meals
at reasonable prices.
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
7th and Santa Clara
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The ACSCP won with 351 votes
to the 287 votes for the American
Federation of Teachers.
A program for collective bargaining was adopted provisionally
until such time the state-wide body
of the ACSCP can consider necessary modifications, according to
carts Clark, SJS chapter
s dj
president.

--04v-taVW44411WiTht*

Late Model

AROTC Drill Takes Honors

Student Rates

SJS Junior Wins
History Mystery

Education majors may pre-register for classes within the School
of Education for the spring semester on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Jan. 11-13.
Students may pre-reg for all elementary education courses in
ED331 from 9-12 a.m, and from 1-4 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. Secondary and special education courses signups will be held
in ED431 from 1-4 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday and also
from 4-6 p.m. Thursday. The Administration and Supervision Department will pre-register in ED.305 on Thursday from 3-6 p.m.

FREE
Giant 3x4 foot full -color
WORLD MAP with each
typewriter rental

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
57 S. 4th

CY 4-1215

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

Drive-in Parking

"Burn Paris!"

was the order
that had come shrieking
over the phone.

PREMIERE
DECEMBER 21
8:30 P.M.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
SEVEN ARTS ’RAY STARK
presen1
.4r

ART SUPPLY CENfER
For family or friends art
sets are extt.lenf Christmas
gifts.

WITH AN
INTERNATIONAL
ALL-STAR CAST
PANAVISION*

Call Up To Get In

ANCISCO

To provide more rapid service for persons seeking information
4 on admission to SJS, the Admissions Office has installed an outside
itelephone line, according to Dr. Ralph R. Cummings, associate dean
for admissions and records. The new service goes into effect today.
The new telephone number, 298-6500, will allow prospective students to bypass the college switchboard and call directly into the
Admissions Office. Trained staff members will answer questions on
admissions.
Calls to this special number may be placed between 9 a.m, and
noon and 1 to 5 p.m. Mondays through Fridays.
The new admission cycle for the fall semester of 1967 opens
Jan. 1, when SJS begins accepting applications.

Flowers for Christmas.
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ASB Housing Interviews Today

Flood Relief Drive Continues
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TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low, Low

In answer to a plea by SJS students in Florence, the campus
fund-raising campaign for the Florence Flood Relief Drive continues
today and Friday.
A booth has been set up in front of the Spartan Bookstore, according to Dr. Sebastian Cassarino, assistant professor of foreign
languages, who organized the drive.
"We have collected well over $300," he said. "The money to go
to the restoration of Florentine art treasures, and as aid to flood
victims."

art
in
to

In a recent election at San Francisco State College, the Association
of California State College Professors (ACSCPt was elected as
the campus’ first collective bargaining agent.

The program states that the
ACSCP will accept as its goals
the goals adopted by the faculty
"contingent on fiscal support."
It further stated that the ACSCP
is expected to continue to insist
faculties should assume the authority to establish any and all State
College policies and procedures.
Student Council.
"This definition of collective bargaining is to be considered only as
a first draft, to be utilized at SFS !
The Army ROTC Pershing Rifles Drill Team took first place at and modified when experience rethe Sunnyvale Christmas parade last Saturday. The Drum and Bugle veals the need for change," stated
Team was second in its competition.
Dr. Clark. "A final wording of
The Pershing Rifle actives and pledges Christmas caroled to the the definition and procedure will
likely be adopted at the spring
residents of the dormitories and sororities last Saturday night.
meeting of the State Council some
time in January," he added.
A feature length color film on skiing will be shown tonight at 8
in Morris Dailey Auditorium, with admisson proceeds going to the
SJS Ski Team.
"Ski West" will be narrated by the film’s producer, Jim Rice,
SJS graduate. Major ski areas of the Western United States and
Canada are included in the film, which rated high in recent compeValerie Dickerson is the winner
tition.
of the History Mystery contest for
the Week of Dec. 5. Miss DickerWanted: Paperback and hard cover hooks to send to servicemen son, 20-year-old Radio and Television major from Riverside, gave
in San Francisco’s Letterman’s Army Hospital.
Circle K, campus service organization affiliated with Kivvanis John Marshal Harlan as her winning answer.
International, is collecting books for the men.
Winners of this week’s History
Eighty Circle K clubs in California, Nevada and Hawaii are parMystery
contest will be announced
ticipating in the drive, which will conclude tomorrow.
after classes resume from ChristPersons interested in donating books may obtain information
mas vacation.
from Bob Stahl, 674 S. Ninth St., or Bob Gonzales, 633 S. Eighth St.
Students and faculty may deposit books at a booth on Seventh
Street.
San Jose Paint

Education Pre-Reg To Begin

HOWARD’S

SPARTAN DATLY-11
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Book Drive Concludes Tomorrow

A 10% DISCOUNT
shop

Deeember 15. 1966

’Ski West’ Shown Tonight

McCord’ 7141.3ic
810 Town & Country Village

S.F. State Elects
ACSCP as Agent
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GOLDEN GATE PENTIIIIIISE

Gift Painting Sets

TRANS BEACON THEATRE
COAST TO COAST

Sets are best for beginning
painters. Complete sets in
oils, watercolors, caseins,
acrylics, and pastels. Our experts will help you. From
$5.95 to $59.50

3 STORES
Downtown San Jose
112 S. 2nd. 292-1447
Open 5 Niqht,. Sat. untd 5:30
Valley Fair Shopping Center
Open 5 nights
Mountain View Store
365 San Anfonio Rd.
Open Deily 8-6

Nt wr ST

RESERVED
SEATS
NOW AT
BOX- OFFICE
OR BY MAIL

OR 3-4841
GATE AND TAYLOR.
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PRICE AND PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
MATINEES 2:00 P.M.
EVES. 8:30 P.M. (Sun.8 P.M.)
Logo
Loge
Orchestra
Orchestra
Sun. thru Thurs. $3.25.
Sot, Sun.& Hot. S3.25
$2.75
$2 75
Fri.. Set. & Hot. $3.75
$9.25
$1.75
Wed. $2.25
HOLIDAY PRICES WILL PREVAIL AT THE FOLLOWING
PERFORMANCES: Msbness dolly Dia. 22. 1966 thru Jan. 2, 1967
ARRANGEMENTS FOR GROUP THEATRE PARTIES AVAILASLE. CALL OR 3.4/0
NEW YEWS ow! PRICES: LOGE 55 00 ORCHESTRA $3.00
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to aft San 9oie State Students

and

aiJociatai from

During the Christmas break -days. draw a
bead on Macy’s Tiger Shop; prowl around
and hunt up your favorite selection of ivy

your neiyhlor

button-down shirts and V-neck sweaters
or tapered

ivy

slacks. Snare names like

h.i.s., Haggar, A-1. Towne and King and
Levi’s’.

Happy

hunting

and

a

merry,

merry!

f

Flowers make a thoughtful Christmas gift.
Order early for the best selection.

MACY’S
TIGER SHOP

In San .b.r
or miles afeay,
since 1885

2nd Si San Fernand()

292-8311

BURGER

BARS

KEYES at TENTH
Open: 10 a.m.- Midnight
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
UNTIL 2 a.m.

Thuraday Ties-ember 15. 1966
_
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SPECIAL
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Prof Stresses Humanity
Of Queen at Book Talk

FOR

Santa Clara St.

until Deeemher 31,

food purchase

!tete, EXCErr on
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Family Night Din -

nor. !Mondays, Tuesdass and ’Wednesdays).
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NOREEN

MITCHELL,

associate professor of drama, left, presents

Benita Brazier, junior drama major, with $50 award for winning

the

Dr. Dc-othy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest.

SPORT
COATS OF IMPORTED SHETLAND
weir.ers make these

All the old-world artistry of

sport coats uniquely rich and colorful! Rye Whiskey,
Blue Olive in solid shades and Jumbo Herringbones.

$59 to $65
C4- IR, Co 3D I EcrE
RAJvt

1-1 E.A.117/

This Bentley Continental Convertible
can be yours for Christmas!

You

r.tyein

It

4,11iy

r;R1)D1N Valley Fair

or any other Grrxlins store

A great tradition was cont inued in the fourth annual
scholarship benefit performance
of the "Messiah" by Georg
Friedrich Handel which took

, purchase necessary,

just stop in and fill out an erii ry ticket. A collector’s
item

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

original cost $24,3110). 1957 model, near mint

condition. If winner prefers, he may select a new
1967 Jaguar 4.2 Luxury Sedan at British Motors.
Value just under $8,000. Drawing December 24,
1966. You need not be present to win.

0- IR. 0 DI 1\7VALLEY FAIR CHRISTMAS HOURS
Open until 9:30 Fi.m. Monday through Saturday

fol,6930,1

We Sell Baskets
for $1.

For 9c More
You Can Get
the Chicken
Too.

Srutrm/i\Titi-C
"For unto you is horn this day in the rut) eq. Deli id a Sarin,. which
is Christ the Lord. Luke 2:1I.

SUNDAY:
9:45 a.m.Seminar.Barry
5:45 p.m.- -Forum

jcir; Craig Niesler, soothers ire
commercial art major; Natalie
Thompson, junior art major; and
Steven Trinwith, senior drama
major.
Judges for the final readings
were Dr. Vio Mae Powell, former
chairman of the Speech and
Drama Department at Idaho
State College; Alden Smith, SJS
associate professor of speech;
and Dr. Hal J. Todd, Drama Department chairman.
Noreen LaBarque Mitchell,
associate professor of drama and
contest coordinator, presented
the award. She encouraged those
who did not win to ,imic hack
and try next

place at the Sail
torium Tuesday night.

Audi-

Performing were the combined
talents of the college A Cannella
Choir, William Erlendson, director; the General chorus, Russell Harrison, director; the Men’s
and Women’s Glee Clubs, H.
Brent Holsinger, director; and
the Symphony Orchestra, Patriek Meierotto, direction Erik
Petersen, associate professor of
music, was general manager.
They were ably assisted by
artists Helene Joseph, soprano;
Ellen Carter, contralto; and SJS
associate professors of music
Frederick Loadwick, tenor, and
Dr. Edwin Dunning, bass.
Kristin Erlendson Sundquist,
SJS graduate, presided at the
harpsieord. William Erlendson,
professor of music, conducted
the performance.
The recitative "Comfort Ye My
People" was given a majestic
reading by Professor Loadwick.
The bass recitative "Thus Sayeth
the Lord of Hosts," with its

CIGS

/

The SJS Brass Ensemble by
William George, assistant professor of music, and the SJS Jazz
Ensemble directed by Dwight
Cannon, instructor of music, will
perform today at 1:30 p.m. in
Concert Hall. Admission is free.
The Brass Ensemble will present "Spectrums" by Paul Shahan and "The Brass Square"
by Earl Zindors.
"Never Will I Many," "Come
Rain or Come Shine," "El Ca"Yesterdays,"
"Round
mino,"
Midnight" and "Prelude to a
Cadent*" will be performed by
the Jazz Ensemble,
Soloists will be music students
Dean Stringer on tenor saxophone, William Resch on trumpet, Jerrold Powers on trombone,
Robert Weil on alto saxophone
and Ralph Humphrey on drums.

florid expansion of the word
"shake" was ably executed by
Dr. Dunning.
One of Handers happiest inspirations, "0 Thou That Tellest
Good Tidings to Zion" was expressively performed by Mrs.
Carter.
Th,-, grandly pathetic chorus,
"Surely He Bath Borne Our
Griefs" lost its personal grief for
this writer because of the accelerated tempo. The climax of the
second part was the triumphal
outburst of the "Hallelujah"
Chorus.
The third part treats the redemption of the world through
faith. The verses are drawn
from various prophets of the
Old Testament.
Dwight Cannon, instructor in
music, displayed a stunning bit
of trumpet virtuosity in "The
Trumpet Shall Sound."
Bravos to the Music Department and to all concerned for
making a memorable event in
the musical life of our college
and of the community.
Especial plaudits to Professor
Erlendson for so expertly fusing
the many talents of the department into a cohesive and artistic unity.

$109
fried 112 chicken tith
B -B-Q sauce and crisp
golden french fries,

Crisp

Rent :; entire rooms
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CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
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Dining Boom --- Bedroom.
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No set lease, just a 30-day to 30-day basis.
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Christmas Transportation Special
WING

For Soo Jose State Students Only
ROUND TRIP TO SAN FRANCISCO OR
SAN JOSE AIRPORTS
Only:
$10 ... San Francisco

$5 ...San Jose
Airport

Airport

Air conditioned 1967 Cadillac

limousines.

Reserve your seat now!
CALI.

CHARTER SEDAN SERVICE
295-0551
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When You Must Keep Alert
When you can’t afford lobe drowsy.
Inattentive, or anything less than all
there. . . here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
y
up to six hours. Safe
INV
and non-habit-forming.
9

BIG, BOLD, BRAWNY
"BLOCK BUSTER" BY
PACIFIC TRAIL
Brawny, bold plaid sureoat of 100% wool is lined and trimmel
with shearling pile for the "big country" look. Exclusively
Pacific Trail ... in plaids tnat are predominantly green/gold;
blue/burgundy; black/red; green/white. Sizes 36 to 46...
$21.00. (Also available in "longs.")

ART MARTINEZ
Men’s Wear

Puritan Oil Co.
60 6 Keyes
13th 6 Johan

furniture for S22

III

15c
Kleenex
5c
3 Hershey Bars
10c
2 Toilet Tissue
__. 10c
Paper Towels
29c
Crest lg. size

4th & WillIam
10th 6 Taylor

,011,gimum

,

w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

CHICKEN
BASKET

III

::30 p.m.Carolling. Meet at TH.(’

Ensembles To Play
On Campus Today

15c

515 S. Tenth 5f.

Keiser, minister

MONDAY:

Presentation of Hanciel’s ’Messiah’
For Scholarships Draws Large Crowd
By FRANCES ROBINSON
AdIS Professor of Mush!

was concerned with the London
poor and often visited prisons.
Homersham discussed some of
the own in her life, Lord Melbourne, her first Prime Minister;
Disraeli: and others, as well as
her husband, Prince Albert.
"Ludy !amerced describes VictOria’s distaste for the an:doer-Rey and the clergy in her book,"

other people, more than the political side of her reign."
The reviewer said the book
presented the royal family and
incidents in Victoria’s life with
lively descriptions from her childhood through her reign beginning in 1837 when she was 18.
He pointed out her contradictory personality. She was never
interested in social problems but
_

3rd and San Antonio

Drama Coed Wins
Oral Reading Award
The winner of Tuesday’s Dr.
Dorothy Kaucher Oral Interpretation Contest is Benita Brazier. The junior drama major
won the $50 it
reading
Margaret Walker’s "For My
People."
Miss Brazier has been in two
(tampus productions. "The Doctor and the Devil," and "You
Can’t Take It With You." After
graduation she hopes to go into
acting or teach drama at the
junior college level.
The five other finalists, who
were chosen out of 26 entrants,
were Peggy Cosgrove, sophomi,r,! drama major; Cynthia
freshman psychology ma_
-

SN- JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Queen Victoria was full of
"sfllradictions," Anthony Homersham, assistant professor of English, said esterday while reviewing the biography "Queen Victoria: Born to Succeed." by
Elizabeth Longford.
Speaking at the Faculty Book
Talk, Homersham, a native of
England, educated at the nil
versity of Durham, praised the
book as an enormous achievement, a scholarly, witty biography.
"The book does not suffer as
do many biographies from being
100 close to the monarch," he
said.
"The queen is presented as a
human being," he said, "as a
woman, and the author has emphasized her relationship with

Contirsinus Action
Alertness Capsules

f First A San Carlos
C
First National Charge
New until Christmas. open
Nightly until 9 p.m.
Soskomeeicard
A small deposit will hold any item

,

International Students Describe
Holiday Celebrations at Home

Miss Jane Nettleship, AWS president, shows Miss Nikie Marculeson, left, AWS publicity chairman, and Miss Rosie Tyrrel, right,
AWS secretary, how easy it is to evaluate greeting cards. SJS
students are asked to judge contemporary cards today from
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Hoover Hall recreation room. The AWS is
sponsoring the evaluation As a money making project. Each student will receive a free gift for judging the cards.

--)NVEDWBAK001.0.416tiliftiSIVItt
Reberta:4
11.114he4 you a
happy holiday
4eds144011.
OPEN EVERY NIGHT UNTIL
9 UNTIL CHRISTMAS. OPEN
U.S THIS SUNDAY.

ko6epta:is
SPECIALIZING IN .Juruk AN, JUNIOR PETITE FASHIONS
286 S. 1st ST.
("9"WiRiejW fAtaaittia*

STATE MEAT MARKET

icrintinued front Page JO
Laurent Sanwogoui, graduate
health and hygiene major fr.en
Togo. explained that his count ry’s New Year’s celebration
acicomes each new year with
the wish that the harvest be
fruitful.
In Togo, a region in West
Africa, "everyone must have
new clothe s," Sanwogoul reported.
1.:.ich family kills a sheep,
which is split from the neck
down into equal halves and
roasted. Sanwogoul said, "You
can see everyone in the backyards roasting their sheep."
Beverages prepared from a local cereal
millet are drunk
with the mut ton dish. Palm tree
beer made from fermented tree
sap is "very delicious," according to Sanwogoul.
In the typical villages, Milliken receive small toys. The
villagers later gather in the public square to dance and sing to
the drums all night.
STRICTLY RELICIOUS
"Christmas in Yugoslavia is
at
religious, no vommervialism is permitted," stated Miss
Lyubiea Radulovie, senior psychology’ major.
On Christmas Eve, the tree is
decorated, but the Milliken aren’t
allowed to see it until Christmas morning.
Yugoslavian children leave
their boots by the chimney for
Santa Claus to fill. Their stock-

LAURENT SANWOGOUL
... graduate, health and hygiene
ings hang up for Saint Lucy, a
Catholic saint, to fill with goodies.
Serbians attend their Orthodox services. While on Christmas
Eve, the Catholics attend a midnight Mass where they sing
Christmas carols in the Croatian
language, Miss Radulovic reported.
Nativity scenes are prevalent
in the churches and under
Christmas trees.
Many young people go caroling on Christmas Eve. It’s the
custom for the mistress of the
house to give the carolers something to eat, according to Miss
Radulovic.

graduate political science major.
In an article describing New
Year’s celebrations in Cyprus.
Osman wrote, "It is a day of
festivities, drinking and a wed
occasion for those engaged to
get married and for other lovers
to get engaged."
Like several other country’s
traditions, new clothes are worn
and gifts exchanged.
January 1 on this Mediterranean Island is a day of visiting
friends and "going on picnics
if the weather is nice," Osman
related.
"Gambling on New Year’s Eve
is the only time it’s legal," Osman mentioned.
Last year and the next three
years. January is a holy month
Ramadani for the Moslems.
This is a time of fasting and
no alcohol is allowed, according
Sc, the Islamic calendar.
"So the Moslems don’t drink
at this particular time," Osman
reported.
"However, the Turks were unable to celebrate New Year’s for
the past four years due to the
unfavorable economic and political conditions existing on Cyprus," Osman stated.
-
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AWS Announces Awards
For Decoration Contest
Winners of the annual AWS
Christmas Door Iaicorat ion ei attest were announced yester lay
during the Christmas Ti Cu’ Ligil ing ceremony.
Miss Jane Nettleship. AWS
president, named Nancy Hanks
Manor as first place winner.
with (’hi Omega and \Vti’,ttl,ui ii
Hall as second and third place

respectively. Engraved
were awarded to repIN.S.’111 it wes
from these three
%Airmen’s living centels,iarives included Miss Berniece
It ssistant housing director,
iss Alma Ballarian, assistant
prolesior of art, and Henry
owner of Flowers By
.111CCA.

Shiver
her timbe
with

FOREIGN STUDENTS!
PACIFIC KING HAS
FAMOUS BRAND
APPLIANCES IN STOCK
FOR FOREIGN USE:

SEVEN

220 v / 50 c

292-7726

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Qualify Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS
VEAL RIB CHOPS
RiB STEAK
BACON
FRYERS

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb. Pkg.
lb.

59C
69
79C
68c
29

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities. Sororities and Boarding Houses
ROLANDO PUPO
... junior, accounting

HOLIDAY COOKIES
Christmas cookies, similar to
marzipan, are part of the tradition.
During the early days of January, priests go around the town
blessing both the houses and the
children.
On such Adriatic Islands of
Bract and Hvar, Christmas Eve
is slightly different. A large Oak
tree limb is burned. Then the
master of the house sprinkles
wine and wheat over the fire
as a blessing. The whole family
drinks the remainder of the wine
in the cup, according to Miss
Radulovic.
A Turkish New Year’s on Cypress is a time of feasting on
chicken and lamb and drinking
cognac and other brandies, according to Abdulkerim Osman,

tor me

ALSO AVAILABLE:
WORLD-WIDE
PACKING
SHIPPING
OF APPLIANCES AND
PERSONAL EFFECTS

Pacific King Co.
870 Market Suite 501
San Francisco, Calif.
Phone 986-5609

We sailed the seven seas to
bring you this swashbuckling
new scent. What else could we.,.;
call it? SEVEN SEAS.
brisk and buoyant Cologne
cool-as -the-ocean after ithatie’j
all-purpose taledeodorant shower baelniap..1;

,,9511 Se,

-Sra.a.niiinion

The student who goes places these days
shouldn’t make a move without Vie,-Iinghouse.
Your best traveling companion is the
Westinghouse travel clock -radio. It has a high
impact case that’s finished to look like textured
leather. And it has a metal plate for your
engraved initials or name. How’s that
for a status symbol?
The clock has a jewelled movement, runs a
day and a half on one winding and doesn’t draw
on the batteries.
The miniature radio is fully transistorized with

a sleep switch that shuts it off in case you don’t.
And you wake up to [rust. If you don’t, a few
minutes later, there’s a bell.
It closes to about the size of a paperback.
Which makes a great traveling companion, too.
There’s nothing worse loan beirp, stuck
somewhere without a good book and a
Westinghouse! See your librarian for a book. And
see us for the Westinghouse.

You can be sure if it’s WeVinghouse

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!
Bright and gay.... colorful and friendly....this bow of good
cheer ties up a bundle of best wishes from all of us here at
McDonald’s to all of you. We’re appreciative of the good fortune
to live and to work in a community such as this where so very,
very many of you have honored us with your friendship and patronage. May your holidays be merryand may your fondest
hopes be fully realized in the coming New Yearl

look for the golden arches!’

McDonaldb
C

cOONALD’S CORPORATION 19134

Third and San Carlos

california book co., ltd.
13,1, e san fenimido

rmtv

8SPARTAN

Thursday. neeernher 15

Reno, Salt Lake and Back Home

SIERRA SKI LODGING
The Sierra Vacations Guest Book provides AAA ski lodging
at beautiful Tahoe Paradise near Echo Summit and at Heavenly
Valley. both ’fo- $6 per day, weekends included. I to 4 persons
per room. Include. TV., cs..ees beds. and electric blankets.

$35 worth

Vacation Tour May Break Spartan Cagers

PLUS
of free meals at Ene restaurants enrout and at South lake Tahoe.

INQUIRE: Dave Goodwin
297-2396
hiondoy thru Thursday. Friday a.m. only

1i
1

1

/ I ,- L./Jr, of Alpha Chi Omega
wish one and all

1
1
i
1
1

New Cage Favorites
Alumni Wins 89-86

a very Merry Christmas
alid

SJS basketball coach Dann) , 21 the cagers risk their 2-2 recClines likes to gambletake hi
ord in Reno. Nev., where they
installation of a fast -break of -I tangle with the University of Netense for an example. Next look vada, the nation’s No. 10 small
at the schedule over the holiday ’,college unit last year.
break.
Glines, on his free time, might
The Christmas break may leave even find himself going broke
Glines and the team broke
in playing the slot-- not the center
more ways than one. Dec. 20 and one, the machine variety.

a Happy New Year.

1

SCREEN SCENES
TOWNE SPECIAL HOLIDAY
297 3060
ENGAGEMENT

1433 The Alameda

AN EXTRAORDINARY ENTERTAINMENT EVENT!

There’s a new favorite in the
West Coast Athletic Conference
today.
Unfortunately, chances are not
likely that the team will stick together long enough to make many
more headlines. They did stick together long enough last night,
however, to register an 89-86 win
over the varsity.
"They" are the SJS alumni. Traditionally a loser in the annual
hattle of the old and new, the
..\lums showed board control and

S

Guard Tim Holman sparkled
with repeated clutch ball thefts
while scoring 17 points. Rick Carpenter was impressive while converting on repeated driving lay ins.
Little Ron Labetich, who seldom
hit the double figures in his three
years with the varsity, appeared
in better shape than usual. Hitting from outside, the 5-10 veteran connected for 16 points.
Alum coach Walt McPherson
substituted freely to keep his semiretired troops fresh. Other crowd
favorites were S. T. Saffold, who
outmuscled SJS regulars under the
boards. and Pete Newell, who hit
for 16 pointsmost the result of
30 foot casts.
Big Harry Edwards, 6-8, Bill
Robertson and Joe Braun took
turns at the post slot and showed
flashes of the previous form.
- -
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Douglas Netter ......m:
The J. Jay Frankel Film of

Lie cinday
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utilized quick play to upset the
Spartan regulars.
Danny Glines knew his varsity
would be in for a tough evening
but the final results were more
than he expected.
Led by the darting drives and
passes by Vance Barnes, the Alums
repeatedly treated the crowd to a
display of adept ball -handling.
The varsity, down 93-31 at the
half, fought back gamely to tie
the contest in the closing minutes
but fell as the veterans refused
to roll over. Forward S teve
Schlink led the varsity resurgence
by pushing in 19 of his 22 points
in the second half.

,..Ic i.,.
_
..4 .
_
Re,ease
TECHNICOLOR’

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!
DEC25 -26--27-28

ONLYEVENINGS AT 8.30

Bakmas
Flower Shop

PM

TICKET INFORMATION: 297-3060 oR.2.9.5-7242

Attention All Girl Students:
IF YOU’RE THE MOST GLAMOROUS AND BEAUTIFUL GIRL
ON CAMPUS, ARRANGE FOR YOUR DATE TO TAKE YOU
TO

SEE

"GEORGY

GIRL"

STARTING

DEC.

29

AT THE

with

Bothered

minute

last

CINEMA BURBANK, 552 S. BASCOM, SAN JOSE. IF YOU

shopping! Make this a west-

HAVEN’T GOT A DATE, SEE IT WITH YOUR ROOMMATE.

ern Christmas with gifts from

IF YOU HAVEN’T GOT A ROOMMATE, SEE IT ALONE. IT

the

MAY CHANGE YOUR WHOLE LIFE!

Go him a pair of Levi’s with
a matching jacket, and finish
the outfit with a pair of

C II INI IE. IN a

JURBANK

522 S. Bascom
San Jose

295-7238

way. Stop by today.
10th & Santa Clara

re-

"The New Wineskin"

member the name, Levi’s.

presents

An Unconventional
Christmas Drama

4..

OrplIte
_

_
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by Jim Nail
--...
.\\
4

0

gg-ZL
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-----_
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Mon. & Thurs.

DEC. 29
STARTS

....,
MaSIDN alaN saes LyNN Reaave
...i
RAMPLING iiiiirsis
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. CHARLOTTE
rissi.rs ROBERT A. GOLOSTON rii(OTTO PLASEHKES
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wad SILVIO NARIZZANO
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IMMO FOR MATURE ANNUM

I Ltej

SAN JOSE

295-5005
2924778 N. 15th to Gish Rd.
396 South First
"Spinout"
Horrific Pright Program
And
Horror of Party Beach" and
"Munster Go HomeThe Evil of Frnkisnstein- also
Student Discount Rates

Church Service
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m.
10 a.m. College Seminar
Dave Thornton
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Pastor

Tickets On Sale
For WCAC Tourney
Tickets for the WCAC Christmas Tourney, to be held in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium Dec.
27-30, will be on sale at the
door and at the Student Affairs
Busines. Office on VOIIIIIUN.
Tickets for evening guinea
cost $3. halt% idual ducats are
for one evening only, the 7:15
and 9:15 feature games.
Prices for the 1 and 3 p.m.
loser’s bracket games are cheaper, however, costing $1.
NI) student prices will be In
effect.
Radio broadcast of the S.IS
and Santa Clara games will be
heard over radio KEEN, 1370.
Bob Blum will handle the playby-play with assistance from
former SJS star Pete Newell.
KEEN will also handle the
two Nevada contests and Utah
struggle. Times

Frosh Hoopsters
Tackle Monterey
Always experimenting with personnel, (rash cage coach Stan Morrison will turn his club over to
assistant pilots Pete Newell and
S. T. Saffold for its final game
before the break,
The Spartababes travel to Monterey Peninsula College at 8 tomorrow night to meet their final
junior college foe of the season.
"Monterey is big, strong and
fast," Morrison said. "They will
employ the first zone defense that
we lark SRA.
"It is always difficult to beat
Monterey in their gym, but I have
the greatest confidence in Newell
and Saf fold."
Morrison has been impressed
with the work of the guards in
practices this week, and reported
that Tuesday’s workout WAS the
best the (rash has had this year.
"Our drills have indicated that
we have more communication and
a greater desire to attack or glaring errors."
Center Coby Dietricic will be
back for tomorrow’s game, and
guard Dave Malkin may also be
cleared for the contest.

disastrous. Tackling the University
of Utah, in Salt Lake City Dec.
23, the Spartans realize winning
will be difficult.
With seven lettermen back from
last season’s 23-6 team. the Uteri
are especially tough on their home
court.
Mery "the magician" Jackson,
Lydon MacKay and Jeff Ockel
are the Redskins’ three returning juniors who saw starting duty
in the NCAA championships last
year.
After Christmas, the Spartans
stay closer to home in the West
Conference
Athletic
Coast
(WCAC) Tourney. For the third
successive year, the bash will be
held in San Jose’s Civic Auditorium.
OPEN DEC. 28
SJS opens the show Dec. 28
against Loyola in the 9:15 feature
game. A win will prop the Spartans into the championship division and against the winner of the
University of San Francisco-Pepperdine fray. The Dec. 29 g;irrie

will again be the late-evening feature match.
A loss. however, pits SJS versus
the Don-Waves loser.
The University of Pacific, last
year’s WCAC champion, ranks as
tourney favorite. The Tigers begin
Dec. 27 in the tournament opener
versus St. Mary’s at 7:15 p.m.
IMPROVED CAGERS
Loyola, the Spartans first foe,
will bring an improved lineup into
the battle. Seven returnees, Ken
Peterson, Rick Adleman, Jim Halbur, Dick Zembal, Al Schanhaar,
Dick Sebek and Tom Boyle lead
the Lions’ lineup.
Biggest problem for Loyola is a
lack of height.
Games in the tourney will be
played at 7:15 and 9:15
night Dec. 27 through 30. Consolation contests will be at 1 and
3 p.m. the 29 and 30.
Upon the return from the holiday break, the Spartans dive into
league competition. A visit to the
University of California at Santa
Barbara on Saturday, Jan. 14 will
open the league campaign.

every

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.,

owner

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

cea4401:4 l’reetinv
from the Ladies of
Alpha Omicron Pi
Delta Sigma Chapter

Pauson’s
MUSTANG SHOP

SFS Invitational
Gymnasts’ Next
SJS’ varsity gymnasts return te
action tomorrow and Saturday
nights in the San Francisco State
Invitational, after a week of practice sessions reorganizing the team
slightly.
Mike Fiesta(’ will get his first
competition as an all-around performer in varsity cycles in the
Gator meet.
Coach Clair Jennett specified
the advancement of Fjestad, one
of the outstanding (rash stars last
year, to the all-around category
following the Surprise retirement
of Jeff Wolfe.
Tony Coppola will again lead
SJS into the meet, lie placed
second in the all-around at last
week’s SJS Invitational.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

,

GO GIFT IDEA: MR. CALIFORNIA SHIRTS!

111111 I C 0

,-

,

45

1 AC 0 5

,

A lustrous blend of 55% Dacrone/45% cotton, masterfully-fashioned by Mr. California.
Pick-stitched front, embroidered detailing.
Soft shades of Gray, Blue, Taupe, Yellow,
Green, White, Antique

$8

6 DuPont (TM) for its polyester fiber

Open 24 -Wouri
,

..

STUDIO

at
Grace Baptist Church
484 E. San Fernando

open until 9 p.m.

Not

bi

The
Workingman’s
Store

Tonight, 9:15 p.m.
(Th. presentation will be brief)

218 W. Santa Clara

b ariliGhila Mart!

292-0462

rough -out suede boots. For
rugged wear and style,

/s Geo-7y goal-br-notitimy. . .

Flowers say "Happy
Holidays" in the nicest

Store.

Workingman’s

Nevada is expected to be weaker
this year, however, and Glines expects to get a good look at the
Wolfpack when Santa Clara plays
host to the Reno cagers Der. 17.
Only one starter. Bob Gilliam,
is back from last year’s team.
If the Reno junket proves tough,
the Utah trek can only prove

OPEN A PAUSON’S CHARGE ACCOUNTTAKE 12 MOS, TO PAY
to ialiify your hunyer urge,

.

.
fos

Phone Orders 297-8421

wilenever il ortiqlrl hr.

4th and St. James

SAN FRANCISCO, KEARNY & SUTTER DALY CITY,
WESTLAKE SAN MATED. HILLSDALE SAN LEANDRO,
BAY FAIR SAN JOSE, VALLEY FAIR SAN JOSE, 127
S. FIRST ST. STOCKTON, WEBERSTOWN FREMONT,
MOUNTAIN VIEW, MAYFIELD MALL
THE HUB
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From Track Failure to Top

Intramural

Deserter Lowry Leaves Others Behind
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Three years ago Byron Lowry
was foiled in a bid to make his
high school track team in Lancaster, Calif. Today, he is a crosscountry All-American.
As a sophomore In the little
desert community some 70 miles
north of Los Angeles, the small,
15-7), athlete started on a campaign that, unknowlingly, would
lead to the All-American honor.
Lowry gained the All-American
berth over the Thanksgiving holidays in the NCAA championships
at the University of Kansas in
Lawrence. He placed 12th in the
200-plus field including the best
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runners in the United States at
the college level.
"When I was a sophomore in
high school I tried out for the "C"
track team, but failed to make
it, and believe me that was pretty
bad," Lowry commented on his
track beginning.
He worked out in the desert
sand, which he feels has helped
him immensely in getting into top
physical condition, and the following year he had little trouble making the high school "C" team.
SECOND IN CIF

ry from sharing the spotlight with
Vollmer on Llsi year’s frosh track
team.
"I injured my knee early in February and had to take it easy the
rest of the year," Lowry said.
It was a wise move as he returned at the end of the school
year to place 5th in the Fresno
Relays’ open 5,000-meter run, and
first in the Pacific Association 10,000 meter run later in the summer.
"It was a hot day In Sacramento and the training I had had
in the desert really helped me,"
he continued.

During that season, Lowry
placed second in the Southern secSLOW START
tion CIF semi-finals in Compton-which is the home of the annual
Lack of work ceased Byron to
Compton Relaysin a 1329 meter start out slow this year, but by
race.
midseason he had reached top
"When I started track I felt the form and kept it the remaining
in
was
only chance I really had
the distance races, because I didn’t
have much speed," he said.

Poloists Honored

nto
the
nta

In his senior year he co-captained the cross-country team and
was named the Most Valuable
Trackster. That year, he gained
the finals in the Southern section
of the CIP finals by placing 5th
in the semi-finals. In the finals he
finished 10th.
Lowry had a period of rapid improvement from the time of crosscountry and midway through the
varsity track season, but an injury put a halt to any post -season
laudits.
"I pulled some muscles in my
stomach, but won the league
championship in the two-mile race,
but didn’t do well in the post season meets," Lowry stated.

:

BYRON LOWRY
... fools fellers

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetordE

SJS’ track program was only one
of the reasons he chose to make
San Jose his college for four
years.
"Coach Mery Smith (former SJS
cross-country coach) had a lot to
do with my choosing State over
Cal Poly," he said. "I also liked
the campus and was interested
very much in the Aeronautics Engineering program offered."
ONE OF BEST
Knowing that SJS was one of
the best track teams in the nation.
Byron entered speculating a hard
job in making the freshman cross:
country team.
The desert training and competing in several meets during
the summer proved vital experience, and he made the club without much trouble. In fact he tied
with Andy Vollmer as the teani’s
leading performer.
An untimely injury, caused by
too much running, prevented Low-

Seven individuals were honored
last night at the annual water polo
team’s awards night.
Leadership plaques were given to
varsity captain John Williams and
freshman co-captains Larry Guy
and Tim Halley.
Outstanding players awards were
also presented to four performers
Doug Arthur earned outstanding
senior, Jack Likins and Steve Moberg shared top junior, and Greg
Hind was named best sophomore.

[ 24

SKIS

$15 and up

$35 and up

can indoor meet Jan. 7 in the Cow
Palace and the Jan. 15 Golden
Gate Invitational, which will also
be staged in the Cow Palace in
San Francisco.
GOAL IS OLYMPICS
"The goal of any amateur athlete is competing in the Olympics,"
he said, "and of course, it is important to me too, but I am only
one of the top 20 runners in the
nation."
This summer he hopes to enter
a tryout for a national team that
tours the country and world.
"There are several teams chosen
and if I (lo happen to make one
of them, I feel it would be a big
step into something like the Olympics," he concluded.
And he might even return to
Compton and improve on that 10th
place finish two years ago. By the
way, he is only a sophomore at
SJS and the 1972 Olympics could
include a guy named Byron Lowry.

White Stag

286-3313

BOOTS

$22.50 and up

$35 and up

..ocr-docr-

May the true meaning of Christmas

/

be with :you throughout your vacation and the coining new year.
from the gang at
VALLEY FAIR
& DOWNTOWN
lo & San Fernando

cteak liewe
545

Open 6 Nights

Combs ill Industries
1998 Alum Rock Ayr.
258-2511

South Second Street

Its Rave Sc.
2SO-txer.!

44 N. Slorkei
2.Y) 99}1,1

SOLID STATE SOUND VALUES
ARE GUARANTEED AT ALUM

(If any Alco purchase is displayed elsewhere at a lower
advertised price within 90 days, Alco refunds you the difference.)
n

PANASONIC HIPAHASONIC
PORTABLE
Hartiped

FM/AM Portable

FM, AM
and Marine Band

NEW SOLID STATE

SONY 350
STEREO TAPE RECORDER
featuring
PROFESSIONAL

3 -HEAD
DESIGN
only

$

41.-;’

p p

179"

No stereo recording technique is beyond the performance capabilities
of the Sony 350. Its 3 -head design features sound-on-sound and tape
and source monitoring. Providing versatility and features found only
in much more expensive recorders, the Sony 350 satisfies the most
discriminating hi-fi enthusiast. With walnut-grained, low-profile base.

Also available as the Portable Model 850C

Northland

SWEATERS

.60,"

FREEMAN’S

Fischer

Spinnerin

pective refs Wedtiesd.Y, Jan 1
3:30 p.m. in MG201.
JI.D0 TO! RN A MENT
Five divisions were contested in
the Novice Judu Tournament
Tuesday.
In the 135 pound class, Lewis
Guyot was first and Don LaForch
second. Jack Wells won 150 with
Robert Jack second, while John
Hampton captured 165 over Gabe
Guilin, Phil Cohen was first in 180
with Bill Dunn second, and Mike
Shea topped Frank Young for I he
heavyweight crown.
BASKETBALL
Team entries for the regular
basketball le-ague are due Friday,
Jan. 13. There will be a team
ii:,,,’- Or
hp
(is Iiefoi,’

Widav 1

Head

Bogner

Announcements

SWIMMING.
Entries for the All -College swimming meet are due Friday. Jan.
6, announced Intramural Director
Dan Unruh.
There will be a team captain’s
meeting at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan. 11. The meet will be staged
the following Thursday with finals
on Friday.
The pool will be open for practice for two weeks before the
meet.
OFFICIALS
Unruh still needs officials for
the basketball tournament, starting Thursday, Jan. 5. Anyone interested should contact him in the
Intramural Office, MG121.
There will be- a clinic for pros -

hr. snow and ski report

n

SKI PANTS

of the season and through the
NCAA championships.
At the biggest meet of the year
--the Sacramento State Invitational, he performed at his best
and placed third in the impressive list of performers.
The following week he placed
first in the Cal Poly triangular
meet including Fresno State. He
was near unstoppable, along with
the other six Spartans, until a
slight injury to his foot during
practice slowed him down. The
injury had receeded by the time
of the NCAA, however.
The biggest thrill of his life came
during the NCAA meet.
"Just being in the race is the
biggest thing to happen to me,"
he said.
His All-American berth has been
noted by top track officials in the
U.S., and Lowry has been invited
to run in two indoor track races
this year. First is the All-Ameri-

SPARTAN DATLY-7

RF-1006M
Easyto-Install 3-Band Car Radio
Slides Out For Take-It-With -You Listening Pleasure On Beach, Boat Picnics!

250A

$5495
Alco Priced

Henke

Meggi

Koflack

Montan+

Nordica

Kites

PARKAS

SKI POLES

$16.95 and up

$5.95 and up

(List $64.95)

Model RF-775

Tremendous Performer
on Battery or House Current
This tremendous performer achieves brilliant life -like tone. Provides
selectivity and sensitivity never before approached in a portable
this size. 11 transistors plus 6 diodes. Features AFC, powerful 4"
PM Dynamic speaker, dial-lite and slide -rule dial for fast, very precise tuning. Tone control. Works on 4 inexpensive "AA" size peniita
batteries, or plug into AC outlet. PANASONIC precision circuitry for
trouble-free operation. Alco Priced

’4995

We Rent Head Skis
SAN JOSE

Reed’s Sport Shop
3151 Alum Rock

258-5305

79 South
Third St.

(reg. $59.95)

Northern
California’s
Largest Hi-Fi
Stereo Center
Open Weeknights Until 9
Saturdays Until 6

Stereo Tape Systems

AS.103 Accessory available:
Car mounting bracket,
with lock $00.00

Perfect playmate for any hi-fi
system. Now, add Sony 4 -track
stereo tape recording and play.
h.iCk for less than the price of a
good record player. Complete
with low profile walnut grain

base.

Alco Priced

135
Aggrikk
I home electronic centers I
A dirision of A/co-Par/I/noun! awl Velswi’s 71’

5
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Foreign Student Enjoys
Christmas in Local Home

someone who was alone, and especially someone who was far
away (mm home during Christmas time and other holidays," she
continued.
And that’s how it all started.
Tathagat Gosahia, 25-year-old elec$101111M811111111111111121011111111111108111ORRIPINPIROGINSIRROOKINAGROMPROGINdetheNne
By SCE HARRIGER
Spartan Daily Wire Editor
"We know how it feels to come
to a strange place and not have
any friends," said Mrs. Vicki Poulos. "My husband and I wanted
to do something worthwhile for

tricot engineering major from East

India, enjoyed Christmas as the
"adopted" son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Poulos last year.
He is an accepted member of the
Poulos household and is welcome
anytime to share blessings with
Robert. a research engineer at
Lockheed and Vicki Poulos and
their son, as many SJS foreign students do during the holidays and throughout the school
year.
12860 S. First
227-8390
"He is free to join in on family
fun. He may come into the home
any time and bring his friends,
and if he feels like helping himself
5 p.m. until closing
--- he can do that," said Mrs. Poulos.
Becoming interested in aiding
HAVE A SESSION!
foreign students. Mr. and Mrs.
Paulin; were contacted by the InMUSICIANS, ENTERTAINERS WELCOME
ternational Student Center in San
Jose, which helps these students
find interested citizens who are
Wed.-GALS NIGHT OUT
willing to give them a home away
from home.
BEER 10c GLASS 5 p.m. until closing
Approximately 600 foreign studenst are enrolled at SOS, 400
PIZZA
SANDWICHES
being visa students who will be In
this country temporarily and the
egimalevonemogeoisminent rest are permanent residents w!: have applied for United Stat.-citizenship, according to Kathy
Cox, director of the ESC.
Almost all of the foreign students live in apartments, a few
stay In dorms and some live with
families. Those that reside with
families will have no problem for
the holidays, or those like Gosahia.
who live in an apartment and are
taken care of by a family, won’t
have to worry either. But students
1 & 3 -Bedroom Apartments
who live in apartments and have
no one may ask the International
2 - All Electric Kitchens with DISHWASHER
Student Center to help them.
"Christmas is a big thing," said
3 - 2 Large Pools & 2 Saunas
Gasahia. "Even in India, Christmas is a sentimental holiday, with
4 - Individual Patios
Christianity the third largest religion in the country."
5 - Spacious Grounds
Most students would rather not
go back to their homeland for the
6 - Close to San Jose State
holidays, according to Gosahia,
who is publicity director for the
International Students OrganizaFor further information please
tion on carnpus. "Virith finals approaching, it would not he beneficial to go home because there
here and
stift are so many obligations
so many things yet to see in
America. I haven’t been home in
three years," he said.
For the Poulos family, giving
their home, their time and their
concern to someone is first on
their Christmas gift list. "In giving
you receive -- and you receive a
great deal," said Mrs. Poulos.
*nummn
"Helping others really broadens
Ye PuBlic house
your whole outlook on life and
helps you to learn more about
others and become more tolerant
of them."

at the AWFUL-AWFUL on Thurs.

BEER 15’
LET’S

sate

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

6 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San Jose

CALL 244-0686

CALL NOW!

The gang at

PilL01 &

Spartaguide
TODAY
lilt let, no meeting tonight.
Raptlot Student Union. 7:30 p.m.,
8111221. Christmas program at the
Halfway House. Everybody welcome. Refreshments will be served.
Chews Club, 8 p.m., ED413. This
is the first home meet of the season --all members please attend.
Rho Epsilon. National Real Estate Fraternity, 7:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and B. Speaker meeting.
John Minor, local real estate salesman will speak on residential sales.
Angel Flight, no meeting. Merry
Christmas!
inter-varsity Chrlotlan Fellow’ship, 9 p.m.. E247. Rev. Francene
will speak on the "Uniqueness of
Christ."
The New Wineokin, 9:15 p.m.,
The New Wineskin, 10th and San
Fernando. The Jim Nail players
will present the seasons most unconventional Christmas dram a,
"And Ransom Captive Israel." Admission is free.
H lounge.
College Life, 6:59
Rick Duwe, Berkeley grad, is
speaking on the relevancy of Christ
to collegians.
French Club 12:30 p.m. A133.

The film, "L’Agneau En Paluche,"
a French language film will be
shown.
Chilothin Seleawe Organization,
7:30 p.m., Chapel on the corner of
10th and San Carlos Sts.
NUTA Coffee-Cup Meeting. 8
p.m., 913 S. 12th St. All old and
new SCI’A members are invited to
attend this informal meeting.
Frenehe Remedial Workshop,
1:30-430, Bldg. NSA. Workshop
will continue after vacation.
Women Over 29. 2-4:30 p.m.,
Special Instructional Center for
Women, 177 S. 10th St. Open to all
students over 29, (men and women), faculty members and other
guests are invited.
Spartan Tri-C. 9:45 a.m., seminar by Harry Keiser. minister to
collegians, 5:45 p.m., forum. Monday, Dec. 19, Christmas caroling
at 7:30 p.m, meet at Tri-C Building at Third and San Antonio.
MONDAY, DEC. 26
Cubberly Class Reunion "1963",
7:30 p.m., Cubberly Cafetorium,
Palo Alto. Husbands, wives or
dates are invited. For further information call Cubberly High
School.

FACULTY AND STUDENT RATES
Monday thru Friday

$1.25

College discussion group: Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.

A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404
A. Craig Set-liege, Vicar - office 294-7033 - Home 298-3718

Merry elgrisimai
and a

-Nappy new Year
from the Ladies of
Gamma Phi Beta

People
seldom ask
a VW mechanic
"What’s
They figure he works on Volkswagens only
and they never change,

better).

after 12 noon

$1

In 19 short years, we’ve made over 5,000

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361 .E
(off Story Rd. east)

changes.
Most people just didn’t notice them (which
is one reason why VWs never go out of style).

PLEASANT HILLS
GOLF COURSE

But our mechanic memorized every one.
So next time you see a VW mechanic, ask

Monday thru Friday

him "What’s

new?"

It’ll mean a

$1.25

lot.

Banquet Room
for Student Parties
(seating capacity 200)

Spartan Volkswagen

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Story Rd. east)

1560 N. First Street

Must have ASS. cards for all three courses.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
LARGE CLEAN room for two male students. Quiet atmosphere. $30 pair person. 617 S. 6th. Call 295-8858,
KENNEDY HALL CONTRACT for sale.
Spring semester. Call Patty at 286-5549
after 10:30 p.m.
WANTED. Two female roommates fp
share very nice two bedroom apt. with
tw, others. Call 286-3712.
LOVELY exec. suite, Palo Alto. Completely furnished, balcony, pool. Feb.
thru July. $170 a month. 325-9072.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it, we
cut it. Pete’s Barber Shop. Two barbers.
Home hair cuts repaired for $1.80. 58 S.
4th Street.
EUROPE TWA, SJS Group Flight. June
14. S.F. to Switzerland: August 15, Frankfurt to S.F. Call 245-9182.

NOW & FOR NEXT SEMESTER. Fur.
nished studio: one and two bedroom
apts. lh block north of SJS. $70 to $120
ran month. 48 S. 4th, call 292-7852.

’67 FORD. Good transportation. R/H,
two new tires, $100. Call Dennis at 2927174.

ONE & TWO bedroom furnished apts.
121 N. 8th. $95 to $130 per month.
Manager #I. 2971203.

’59 FORD Convertible. Automatic, power steering. good condition, von or best
offer. 269.4954.

litenv Chri4ttna4

’66 SEARS 106 cycle. 91/2 horsepower.
4 stroke engire. 4 speed, 100 miles per
gallon. Only 800 miles on speedometer.
Perfect condition. $349. For information.
call 269.5604.

FURNISHED TWO bedroom apt. Sleeps

lair. Near college. 258-2431 or 251-0424.

CONTRACT FOR SALE. Approved
women’s housing, room and board. Reduced price. Call Nancy, 252.9117.

and a

LOST AND FOUND 161

liapp new ?fear

’57 FORD FAIRLANE. 398 cu. inch, 4:11,
Warner transmission with Hurst & more.
287 0766.
FOR SALE 131

a Shakey’s Pine

AMPEX 1070 RECORDER. Perfect condition, original price $395. Must sell for
$250. Will include free *apes. Call 295.
3573 after 6 p.m.

for a Christmas gift, but we do suggest stopping

’64 GE portable TV, $55: GE clock radio,
$7: Golf clubs, 8 irons, 4 Stan Thornp

in and trying our tantalizing, tasteful,

,-e ienods, only $35. 287-1961.

and delicious Pizza and Beer during the Holi-

SKIS, poles and bindings. $35. Wood
skis. 69- and poles are 55-. Call 264
5876.

day Season.

HELP WANTED 141

Shakey’s

PART TIME. Quick money. Come to our
opportenity meeting and see for yourself. Commission and override. For invi
Winn, send postcard to B. 1.-P.O. Boz
8367, San Jose.
ANONYMOUS IN CLASS? Introduce
yourself to your professor. Ask him to join
the American Federation of Teachers
and do something about class s;ze.

Shakey’s

Pizza Parlor

Pizza Parlor

1705 Story Rd.
(Corner of King)
San Jose

580 Meridian Rd.
(Corner of Moorpark)
San Jose

251-1000

286.9666

HOUSING 151

Start Your Christmas
Shopping at Berg’s.
Berg’s has one of the finest selections of men’s clothing and accessories in San Jose.
Choose stnrt by Kennington or
can Houten, slacks by Haggai. or
A-I, or Italian hoot, by Verdi.
You will find thPrn
Berg’s.
52 S. First St.
295-0868

286-8800

I 111111 1111111111111111 1111111 1111111 tlIlIIIlIIIIIIIIIlIlll 1111111 II III 11111111111$ II 1111111 lI

’57 VW. Good condition. Sunroof, R/H.
New upholstery. Best offer Over $400.
184 S. 11th, 286.0409.

We Don’t Advise you give

why ask?

VWs change all the time (always for the

Sat., Sun. & Holidays

AUTOMOTIVE 121

Wishes ye all
A Merry
Olde Christmas

so

That hurts us.

$1

$1.25
Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon
259-1355
221 S. King Rd.
(only I Mile east of campus)

2 blocks from scho- ol

CYPRESS GREENS
GOLF COURSE
Monday thru Friday

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services
8:15, 9:30 and 11

THINKING OF MAKING A CHANGE?
Off campus. Delightful large room in cie
interesting house. Beautiful neighbor
hood, Kitchen, living room & laundry
privileges. TV. library & sound lab. $50
per regoth. Call 295.5138 about every
two hours. In and out all day.
GIRL WANTED to share two bedroom
apt, with three other girls. $41 per
month. 545 S. 7th, Apt. 12. 295-1899.
MEN. Bright, quiet. single room with
kitelffos. living room. T.V. 8 parking. No
ref-tract. $40 per mo. 532 S. 9th. See
hr-kor 164.1554 alter 6 It in,

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.
Send to- Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose,
Ca!if. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines One thee Three times Five times
One time

3 lines
4 lines
S lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addl.

n

0
CI
El
O

o

O
13

JO

2.50
3.00
150
4.00

.50

Print year ad hare:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on cancaled SQL

Announ,,,menrs (I)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Name

JO

2.25
2.75
3.25
-TA-

tionai tine

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

O

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

LOST. Friday night, Ladies Henke
bon.. by 10th and San Antonio. Reward.
Call 293-9898.
LOST. Friday night. Ladies Henke ski
day. 1:30 p.m. in MacQuarrie Hall Men s
cc’s. Reward! 286-8986.
PERSONALS 171

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.
SERVICES 181

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability not $67
sneually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only He a page. 258-4335.
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guars’s.
teed. 243-6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens School of
Sport Parachuting. Oakland Municipal
Airport, Bldg 727. 569-5358.
FAST, ACCURATE Typing in my horns,
I.B.M. Electric. Themes, thesis, what have
you? Call 371-1399,
KNOW WHAT you want to say but not
s -ice how to nay il? Rewriting, revising,
ediiing..1,e, R67 11165,
TRANSPORTATION 191

(Please Print)

City

Phone

For

days.

Address_
Start ad on
Enclosed Is $

foes)

EUROPE. Riders wanted. Share expenses,
$399 round trip. Juno 13 io Sept. 10,
Prof. Mage, 264-9275 after 7:30 p.m.
NEED RIDE TO LA. (Orange County)
on Dec. 18th. Call Pet at 286-9483.
FREE TRIP to Phoenix, Arizona in exchange for driving car. Male only. Coninct 257-0597 before Dec. 19th,
RIDE NEEDED to IBM plant for 1.5 p.m,
Monday thru Friday. Will pay. Call
’,les., 786 /171,8,

11

